CALLING ALL JUNIORS!!

Bring a friend!

Sign-up required.
24 Hour Cancellation

RED & ORANGE BALL FUN DAYS...

- Ages: 7 and 8
- Play on 36’ courts
- Tiebreaker format (first to 7 points)

DATES: Friday, May 11th or Friday, June 8th
TIME: 5:30pm – 6:30pm
COST: $15.00 per FUN Day Includes: Pizza and a beverage

* Ages: 9 and 10
* Play on 60’ courts
* 4 game sets

HIGH SCHOOL FUN DAYS...

- Juniors currently in our Compete and High School classes
- Separate levels (Compete/ High School Learn/ Elite)
- DATES: Friday, May 11th or Friday, June 8th
- TIME: 6:30pm – 8:00pm
- COST: $20.00 per FUN Day Includes: Pizza and a beverage

Michigan State University Tennis Center
3571 E. Mt. Hope Road, Lansing, MI 48910
517-355-2209
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